If you enjoy a dynamic international working environment and like to work in a highly motivated and friendly team, you are exactly right with us! You can expect an open corporate culture with flat hierarchies as well as interesting and challenging tasks. During your induction, you will be optimally prepared for your area of responsibility.

Constructor University Bremen invites interested candidates to apply as

**External Lecturer (Lehrbeauftragte/r) (m/f/d)**

_for the graduate study program Data Engineering_

(part-time and limited for the Fall semester 2023/2024)

**Module overview:**

- Parallel and Distributed Computing (Data Engineering, MSc.), semester hours 5 / week

Detailed information about the study programs and the modules can be found: [Data Engineering](https://www.constructor-university.de) | Constructor University

Candidates can apply for one or more modules, depending on their expertise.

**What we expect:**

Applicants have a Ph.D. degree in an area directly relevant to the module(s) they wish to teach and have experience in research, teaching and/or practical application in the field. External lecturers will take over the responsibility of teaching the modules as well as handling the modules’ examination and grading, and will be reachable to their students also outside the official lecture time throughout the semester.

Furthermore, the applicants are expected to be characterized by tolerance and openness and suited to work in an international and diverse environment.

Successful candidates should be available to begin latest by September 2023 (Fall 2023 semester).

**Your Qualifications:**

- Ph.D. degree in a relevant discipline and/or proven practice and applied experiences
- Thorough expertise in the relevant area of the respective module(s)
- Fluent in English, the language of instruction and communication on campus
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills and interest in innovative teaching styles
- Experience in teaching

**What you can expect at Constructor University:**

The external lecturers will be reimbursed for their engagement through a fixed salary or honorarium with typical contract durations during the running lecture period. The compensation scales with the module size (CP).
Your application:

If you have any questions about this position, please send an e-mail to: programsupport@constructor.university

Please upload your relevant documents in a single PDF document with details of your availability and salary expectations in our application management system. In order to so, click here to go to our website.

- Concise letter of motivation stating your expertise (1 page)
- CV (1 page)
- Teaching portfolio and publication record (if available)
- Certification of English proficiency (optional).

The review of incoming applications begins immediately and ends when the vacancy is filled.

Constructor University offers full equality of opportunity to all qualified applications and is an equal opportunity employer.

About Constructor University:

Constructor University (formerly Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH) is a private, state-accredited, English-language research university in Bremen. We are offering PreDegree, Bachelor, Master or PhD programs in three schools: School of Science, School of Computer Science & Engineering, School of Business, Social & Decision Sciences and are involved in the professional development of specialists and managers and in the transfer of knowledge. Our principles are first class research and teaching, international diversity and transdisciplinary cooperation. As an international university we attract highly talented and open-minded students from all over the world. Currently, more than 1,800 students from over 110 nations live and study on our residential campus.